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During this Week...



Overview

Deep Learning:

I Impressive performance in real-world applications!

I A theoretical foundation is largely missing!

Mathematics for Deep Learning:

I Expressivity: Optimal architectures?

I Learning: Controllable, efficient algorithms?

I Generalization: Performance on test data sets?

I Explainability: Explaining network decisions?

I Robustness and Limitations.

Deep Learning for Mathematics:

I Significantly better solvers of inverse problems.

I Beating the curse of dimensionality for partial differential equations.
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Second Appearance of Neural Networks

Key Observations by Y. LeCun et al. (around 2000):

I Drastic improvement of computing power.
; Networks with hundreds of layers can be trained.
; Deep Neural Networks!

I Age of Data starts.
; Vast amounts of training data is available.

A Zoo of Architectures:

I Residual neural networks

I Recurrent neural networks

I Graph convolutional neural networks

I U-nets

I Transformers

I ...
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Mathematical Key Problems of Deep Learning

(1) What is the role of depth?

(2) Which aspects of a neural network architecture affect the performance of
deep learning?

(3) Why does stochastic gradient descent converge to good local minima
despite the non-convexity of the problem?

(4) Why do large neural networks not overfit?

(5) Why do neural networks perform well in very high-dimensional environments?

(6) Which features of data are learned by deep architectures?

(7) Are neural networks capable of replacing highly specialized numerical
algorithms in natural sciences?

Source: Berner, Grohs, K, Petersen. The Modern Mathematics of Deep Learning. In: Mathematical
Aspects of Deep Learning, Cambridge, 2022.
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Taking a Closer Look



What is the Role of Depth?

Observation:

I Today often neural networks with more than 1000 layers are trained.

I Depth seems one of the key ingredients of today’s success.

Mathematical Side:
I It seems that expressivity is strongly effected by depth.

I Bounds on the number of layers or approximation results.
I Number of affine-linear regions.
I Viewpoint of length of trajectories
I ...

I Crucial: Results showing the necessity of depth!
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Which Aspects of the Architecture Affect the Performance?

Observation:

I Architectures play a crucial role, i.e., U-nets for inverse problems.

I New developments are often initiated by new architectures, e.g.,
transformers.

Mathematical Side:

I Research focusses mainly on feed-forward (fully connected) deep
neural networks.

I Crucial: Intense study of other architectures as well!
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Why does Stochastic Gradient Descent Perform Well?

Observation:
I Despite all odds, stochastic gradient descent performs extremely well.

Mathematical Side:
I Various approaches (geometric, mathematical physics, etc.) exist
I Which impact has depth?
I Can one derive better (also concerning understanding) training

algorithms?
I Crucial: Take generalization ability into account!
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Why do Large Neural Networks Not Overfit?

Observation:

I Despite classical statistical learning theory, highly overparametrized
neural networks do not overfit.

Mathematical Side:

I Fully understand the double descent phenomenon.

I Understand implicit regularization.

I What is the precise relation to depth?
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Why do Neural Nutworks Perform Well in Very
High-Dimensional Environments?

Observation:

I Neural networks perform extremely well for the approximation of very
high-dimensional functions.

Mathematical Side:

I Analyze why deep neural networks can “sense” a lower dimensional
manifold.

I Necessary for understanding the potential for deep learning for PDEs.

I Crucial: Determine also limitations of deep learning in this regime!
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Which Features of Data are Learned by Deep
Architectures?

Observation:

I Feature extractors seem to give different levels of abstraction
corresponding to the layers.

I In classical image classification, invariances such as to translation,
rotation, or small deformations seem to be of help.

I Biological neural networks such as the visual cortex are believed to
correspond to sparse multiscale representations.

Mathematical Side:

I Understanding the features could link to explainability (reasoning).

I Study multiscale properties of features corrsponding to the layers.

I Analyze invariances of learnt features.

I The scattering transform hard-wires the parameters.
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Are Neural Networks Capable of Replacing Highly
Specialized Algorithms in Natural Sciences?

Observation:
I Deep learning techniques basically swept the field of imaging science.

I Lately it also has a tremendous impact on numerics of partial
differential equations.

Mathematical Side:
I We require a complete understanding of deep learning.

I Of particular importance are robustness issues.

I Combine model-based and deep learning approaches “optimally”.

To which extent can we truly learn domain knowledge?
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Further Key Questions
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(7) Are neural networks capable of replacing highly specialized numerical
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(8) How can we make deep neural networks provably robust?

(9) Which digital hardware is suitable for deep learning?

(10) Can we develop a mathematically rigorous explainability theory?
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How Can We Make Deep Neural Networks Provably
Robust?

Mathematical Observation:

I Some disappointing results concerning robustness exist.

Mathematical Side:

I Training algorithms which yield a provably robust neural network.

I Methods for robustification of neural networks.

I Determine limits of robustness.

I But: Can we numerically determine robustness at all?
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Which Digital Hardware is Suitable for Deep Learning?

Mathematical Observation:

I Digital hardware seems to be problematic for training deep neural
networks.

Future Development:

I Identify novel suitable hardware.

I Analyze their computing capabilities mathematically.

I Study mathematics of deep learning on those types of computing
platforms.
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Can We Develop a Mathematical Rigorous Explainability
Theory?

Observation:

I Current explainability approaches seem to provide some intuition on
the networks reasoning.

I A rigorous theory is entirely missing.

Future Development:

I Development of a suitable model situation.

I Introducing a notion for optimality of explainability approaches.

I Connection with natural language processing.

I But: Quality of an explanation is a highly interdisciplinary question!
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A Word of Caution

Some Characteristics of Mathematics of Deep Learning:

I Moves extremely fast

I Requires very specialized mathematical theories

I Specialized communities start to establish themselves

I Currently very diverse and often disconnected, not many textbooks
available

I Increasing impact on mathematics itself

I ...
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Some Final Thoughts...



Conclusions

Deep Learning:

I Impressive performance in real-world applications!

I A theoretical foundation is largely missing!

Mathematics for Deep Learning:

I Expressivity: Optimal architectures?

I Learning: Controllable, efficient algorithms?

I Generalization: Performance on test data sets?

I Explainability: Explaining network decisions?

I Robustness and Limitations.

Deep Learning for Mathematics:

I Significantly better solvers of inverse problems.

I Beating the curse of dimensionality for partial differential equations.
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despite the non-convexity of the problem?

(4) Why do large neural networks not overfit?

(5) Why do neural networks perform well in very high-dimensional environments?

(6) Which features of data are learned by deep architectures?

(7) Are neural networks capable of replacing highly specialized numerical
algorithms in natural sciences?

(8) How can we make deep neural networks provably robust?

(9) Which digital hardware is suitable for deep learning?

(10) Can we develop a mathematically rigorous explainability theory?

Exciting Future Perspectives for Mathematics!
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THANK YOU!

References available at:
www.ai.math.lmu.de/kutyniok

Survey Paper (arXiv:2105.04026):
Berner, Grohs, K, Petersen, The Modern Mathematics of Deep Learning.

Check related information on Twitter at:
@GittaKutyniok

Upcoming Book:
I P. Grohs and G. Kutyniok, eds.

Mathematical Aspects of Deep Learning
Cambridge University Press, to appear.


